
THE SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS – ARCTIC SECTION 

The Arctic Section’s first 2022 Social Event! 

Via the Section Zoom 

Wednesday, January 19, 2022 

Guest Speaker: Bruce Seligman, President, ARKTOS® Developments Ltd. (ADL) 
Surrey, BC, Canada 

Presentation:  A Description of the Existing 18m Amphibious ARKTOS® MultiTask 

Work Craft  

Check-in and social start: 11:30am MT 

Presentation to start at 12:00, followed by discussion and more social time 

This presentation describes the development and operational characteristics of this all-season Craft. 

This 18m Craft can operate in all rough mixed ice/water and ice rubble field conditions as well as access coastlines 
even over significant steps. The Craft is safe and reliable with several levels of offshore operational redundancy. 

To make the development of this 18m amphibious work Craft possible, Bruce managed and solved the many 
challenges in the design and manufacture of numerous similar 15m ice capable ARKTOS® Evacuation Craft 
operating for oil companies in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea and in the northern Caspian Sea. A similar 15m ARKTOS® 
Evacuation Craft is also operating for Saudi Aramco in H2S release prone zones in temperatures of up to +50 
degrees centigrade.  

ADL also regularly services most of these evacuation craft and trains their pilots. The principal solutions to the 
challenges in the development, operation, and maintenance of these existing 15m craft, and their modifications 
for the 18m craft are described in this presentation. 

ADL is also currently developing a similar 12.5m air transportable craft with and for CCG, RCN, USCG and the US 
Navy, which will be described in a future presentation. 

Bruce Seligman grew up on the south coast of England and following his secondary education received a degree 
from the University of North Carolina in production management. Then he worked in several countries for the 
Watercraft lifeboat Company based in Gosport, England before being sent in 1982 to Calgary, Alberta to work with 
Gulf Canada to develop an Arctic lifeboat for the Beaufort Sea. The resulting joint industry (8 oil company) and 
Canadian Government pre-production prototype ARKTOS® evacuation craft successfully completed a complete 
year of testing in the Canadian Arctic by the end of 1986. During the next few years 4x similar ARKTOS® Seismic 
Survey Craft completed amphibious surveys in Bohai Delta for CNPC. Next, ARKTOS® craft were further developed 
for CCG for the Polar 8 Icebreaker had it been built. From that time ADL has been building and servicing ARKTOS® 
Evacuation Craft for Alaska, the Caspian Sea and Saudi Arabia etc. 

As mentioned above, the 18m ARKTOS® MultiTask Craft being described in this ZOOM PRESENTATION was 
developed from the original ice capable Arctic lifeboat.  

This online meeting was hosted through the Arctic Section Zoom 
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